MAHINA ‘O HOKU
Lillian Awa
(VAMP D7-G7-C, D7-G7-C)

‘AUHEA WALE ‘OE, MAHINA O HOKU
Where are you tonight, full moon of the night

A7 D7 G7 F-Fm-C (VAMP D7-G7-C)

HO’IKE A‘E ‘OE, A I KOU NANI
Do reveal, your beauty

UA LA’I NA KAI, MEHAMEHA NA PALI
The seas are calm, the cliffs are lonely

A7 D7 G7 F-Fm-C

O ‘OE A‘O WAU, E HO ‘OIPOIPO NE-I
It’s just you and I, making love

HE MOANI KEALOA, O KA PUA HINANO
How fragrant is the hinano blossom in the air

A7 D7 G7 F-Fm-C

E APO MAI OE, ME KU’U ALOHA
That captivates, you my love.

HA ‘INA KOU INOA, MAHINA O HOKU
Tell of your name, full moon of the night

A7 D7 G7 F-Fm-C

KE NOHO NANI MAILA, MAUNALANI KI ‘EKI ‘E
There the beauty sits high, above the heavenly mountains
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